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A B S T R A C T

During face-to-face communication, the mouth of the talker is informative about speech content, while the eyes of
the talker convey other information, such as gaze location. Viewers most often fixate either the mouth or the eyes
of the talker's face, presumably allowing them to sample these different sources of information. To study the
neural correlates of this process, healthy humans freely viewed talking faces while brain activity was measured
with BOLD fMRI and eye movements were recorded with a video-based eye tracker. Post hoc trial sorting was used
to divide the data into trials in which participants fixated the mouth of the talker and trials in which they fixated
the eyes. Although the audiovisual stimulus was identical, the two trials types evoked differing responses in
subregions of the posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS). The anterior pSTS preferred trials in which partic-
ipants fixated the mouth of the talker while the posterior pSTS preferred fixations on the eye of the talker. A
second fMRI experiment demonstrated that anterior pSTS responded more strongly to auditory and audiovisual
speech than posterior pSTS eye-preferring regions. These results provide evidence for functional specialization
within the pSTS under more realistic viewing and stimulus conditions than in previous neuroimaging studies.
1. Introduction

Conversing with another human face-to-face exposes us to an abun-
dance of sensory input. In the auditory modality, the voice of the talker
conveys speech content. In the visual modality, the movements of the
talker's mouth also convey speech content (since different mouth
movements produce different speech sounds), while the talker's eyes
carry other types of information, such as the spatial location of the
talker's gaze. A growing body of evidence suggests that the human pos-
terior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS) contains distinct regions special-
ized for processing these multiple information sources.

Wernicke first observed that damage to pSTS and nearby regions of
lateral temporal cortex impairs speech perception. Functional neuro-
imaging has increased our understanding of the neural computations
performed by this important piece of cortex. In the auditory domain,
pSTS contains regions that are highly selective for the human voice (Belin
et al., 2000) as well as particular speech sounds (Chang et al., 2010).
Functional subdivisions of the pSTS also exist in the visual domain.
Pelphrey and colleagues (2005) presented silent videos of a
computer-generated face, either opening and closing its mouth or moving
its eyes. BOLD fMRI activations within the pSTS to mouth movements
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were located more anteriorly while activations to eye movements were
located more posteriorly. This direct comparison of mouth and eye
movements was consistent with studies finding more posterior pSTS
activity for eye-gaze observations compared to scrambled images (Hoff-
man and Haxby, 2000); that anterior pSTS activity is observed for mouth
movements contrasted against still mouths (Calvert and Campbell,
2003); and that visual mouth movements related to speech production
activate regions of the STS that are more anterior than those activated by
non-speech mouth movements, such as yawns (Bernstein et al., 2011).
Zhu and Beauchamp (2017) replicated the findings of Pelphrey and
colleagues using silent videos of real human faces making mouth or eye
movements. Mouth-preferring regions compared to eye preferring re-
gions were located more anterior in the pSTS and responded strongly to
unisensory auditory stimuli, especially speech.

A better understanding of the relationship between auditory speech
and visual face processing in the STS requires presenting both unisensory
and multisensory stimuli. However, most previous studies presented only
unisensory auditory or visual stimuli (Belin et al., 2000; Bernstein et al.,
2011; Chang et al., 2010; Pelphrey et al., 2005b; Zhu and Beauchamp,
2017). The unisensory visual stimuli in these studies consisted of silent
videos of faces making mouth or eye movements in isolation, while in
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real world conditions, humans are confronted with audiovisual talking
faces making both eye and mouth movements.

Under natural viewing conditions, humans fixate either the mouth or
the eyes of the talker for time intervals that can extend to a second or
more (Gurler et al., 2015). A recent fMRI study capitalized on the exis-
tence of these extended fixations to search for the neural correlates of
fixating the eyes of a dynamic talking face (Jiang et al., 2016). The au-
thors describe the existence of an “eye contact network” that includes
portions of the pSTS, the temporo-parietal junction and other brain areas.

In the present study, we searched for brain areas that were more
active when participants fixated the mouth of the talker. Our hypothesis
was that this “mouth contact network” should include regions important
for speech perception, especially areas responsive to visual mouth
movements and auditory speech in anterior portions of the pSTS, and that
these regions should demonstrate multisensory integration. To test this
hypothesis, we performed two independent fMRI experiments. In the
first, participants freely viewed dynamic talking faces while their eye
movements were monitored in order to identify mouth and eye-selective
regions. In the second, participants viewed blocks of auditory, visual, and
audiovisual speech in order to determine functional specialization and
multisensory integration of mouth and eye-selective regions.

2. Methods

34 healthy right-handed participants (16 females, mean age 26.5,
range 18–45) with normal or corrected to normal vision and normal
hearing provided written informed consent under an experimental pro-
tocol approved by the Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects of
the Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX. 29 of 34 participants were
native English speakers (2 German speakers, 3 Mandarin speakers).

Each participant was scanned using a 3T Siemens Trio MRI scanner
equipped with a 32-channel head coil at Baylor College of Medicine's
Fig. 1. Stimulus and eye movement analysis. A. Within each trial, participants view
frames from single movie shown for illustration). Preparatory mouth movements be
ulation was complete by 1400ms. Only the speech relevant fixations between 400
viewing the audiovisual movies. Color scale indicates percent fixation time for each im
the eye region of the face, and a lower region, corresponding to the mouth region o
percent of time fixating the eye and mouth regions of the face was calculated. The h
amounts of time fixating the mouth. Within each participant, each trial was classified
Average fixation locations across 34 participants for all eye and all mouth trials (n s
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Core for Advanced MRI (CAMRI). During a single scanning session,
participants performed two different fMRI experiments. The two exper-
iments were analyzed independently to eliminate bias. Stimuli were
presented using Matlab (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) and the
Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) and viewed on an
MR compatible screen (BOLDscreen32, Cambridge Research Systems,
Rochester, UK) placed behind the bore of the scanner. Auditory speech
was presented using high-fidelity MR compatible headphones (Sensi-
metrics, Malden, MA, USA). Behavioral responses were collected using a
fiber-optic button response pad (Current Designs, Haverford, PA, USA)
and eye movements were recorded during scanning using the Eye Link
1000 (SR Research Ltd., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada) in MR-compatible
mode with a sampling rate of 500Hz.

In the first fMRI experiment, eye-tracking was performed in the MR
scanner while participants viewed audiovisual movies presented in an
event-related design. Each 2-s movie consisted of a talker saying a single
syllable. Each participant viewed 240 movies, equally distributed across
six different types: three syllables (AbaVba, AgaVga, AbaVga)� two
talkers (one male and one female). Following each movie, participants
identified the presented syllable with a button press.

In the second fMRI experiment, participants viewed long blocks (20 s)
of auditory, visual or auditory-visual speech, with a single female talker
reading Aesop's fables (Nath and Beauchamp, 2012). The eye image from
the eye tracker was monitored to ensure the participant's alertness but no
eye tracking was performed and there was no task.

2.1. Eye tracking data analysis

Fig. 1A shows frames from a stimulus movie. To simulate natural
viewing conditions, each face movie was preceded with a gray screen
containing a fixation crosshairs presented in a random location distant
from the spatial position where the face would later appear (Gurler et al.,
ed a 2-s duration audiovisual movie of a talker speaking a single syllable (still
gan ~400ms after stimulus onset, voice onset occurred at ~800ms and artic-
ms and 1400ms were included in the analysis. B. Fixations for 34 participants
age location. C. Each movie was divided into an upper region, corresponding to

f the face (dashed white line, not present in actual stimulus). For each trial, the
istogram shows the number of trials in each bin, with bins sorted by increasing
as an eye or a mouth trial, based on that participant's median fixation time. D.
hows number of trials used for the fMRI analysis).
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2015). After the face appeared, the crosshairs disappeared, and partici-
pants were free to fixate anywhere. Preparatory mouthmovements began
~400ms after stimulus onset, voice onset occurred at ~800ms, voice
offset occurred at ~1100ms, and articulatory mouth movements were
complete by ~1400ms. Only the speech relevant fixations between
400ms and 1400ms after stimulus onset were included in the analysis. If
there were multiple fixations during this interval, their locations were
averaged, weighted by fixation duration. Trials in which more than 40%
of the eye position samples were invalid were discarded (approximately
6% of total trials). This analysis produced a two-dimensional spatial heat
map of fixation locations (Fig. 1B). To further reduce the data dimen-
sionality, each talker's face was divided into a mouth ROI, consisting of
the lower half of the video frame, and an eye ROI, consisting of the upper
half of the video frame (Fig. 1C). For each trial, the percentage of fixation
time spent within each ROI was calculated.

There were six different movie types (three syllables� two talkers).
For each participant, we calculated the percent of mouth-looking time for
each of the six stimuli. Eye movement behavior was consistent across
stimuli, as demonstrated by high correlation across stimuli within each
participant: mean r¼ 0.95, SD¼ 0.01, range: 0.93–0.97. Since there were
no significant differences between stimuli and talkers, the different
stimuli were grouped for further analysis.

2.2. Eye tracking calibration and quality control

Before each fMRI run, the eye tracker was calibrated by having the
participant fixate each of a nine-point array of reference points presented
on the display screen. This process was repeated until an acceptable
calibration was obtained. Eye tracker drift was sometimes observed over
the course of each run. This drift was corrected post hoc by using the
fixation crosshairs presented at the center of the screen during non-
stimulus epochs. The difference between the measured eye position
during fixation epochs and the center of the screen (location of the
crosshairs) was applied to correct the eye tracking data in the preceding
stimulus epoch.

To measure the effectiveness of this drift correction, we searched for
systematic changes in eye movement behavior over time, focusing on
average gaze position per trial on the y-axis as this could bias our mea-
sures of mouth or eye looking. For each participant, we plotted the y-
location of the mean fixation position against time for the entire session
and measured the slope of the line (negative slope would indicate sys-
tematic shifts to lower fixations, positive slope would indicate systematic
upper field shifts). The mean slope across participants was near zero
(m¼�0.041, SD: 0.21; t-test against zero: t(33)¼�1.19, p¼ 0.24).
Another possible systematic drift could manifest as more central or more
peripheral fixation location. To test for this possibility, we plotted the
distance of the fixation location from the center of the display against
time for the entire session. The slope of this line was also near zero
(m¼ 0.011, SD: 0.12; t-test against zero: t(33)¼ 0.61, p¼ 0.55).

2.3. Construction of fMRI regressors

fMRI analysis was conducted using a generalized linear model that
was different for each participant as it was constructed from that par-
ticipant's eye tracking data. The first fMRI regressor contained all trials in
which the participant was more likely to fixate the mouth of the talker;
the second regressor contained all trials in which the participant was
more likely to fixate the eyes of the talker; the third regressor contained
all trials which could not be classified because the eye tracking data was
unreliable (mean of 6% of trials).

To ensure that the fMRI analysis was robust, we wished to include
equal numbers of trials in the mouth and eye regressors. This was
accomplished by classifying trials as mouth trials or eye trials using the
median fixation-time across trials for each participant, so that within
each participant, exactly half of the trials were mouth trials (with greater
than themedian amount of mouth-fixation) and the remaining trials were
27
eye trials (with less than the median amount of mouth-fixation). On
average, the median trial contained 74% mouth fixation time and 26%
eye fixation time (averaged across participants; SD: 29%; range: 1%–

99%). We also tested a classification strategy using the same classifica-
tion measure for each participant: trials with greater than 50% of trial
time spent on mouth fixations were classified as mouth trials and trials
with greater than 50% of trial time spent on eye fixations were classified
as eye trials. With this alternative strategy, five participants had few or
none mouth or eye trials, requiring those participants to be excluded
from the fMRI analysis. In order to include as much fMRI data as possible
in the analysis, we used the individualized median fixation-time trial
criterion for the primary analysis.

2.4. Stimulus ordering and MRI acquisition

For the four runs of the first fMRI experiment (event-related with eye-
tracking) each run contained eighty 2-s trials: twenty events of each
stimulus type (AbaVba, AgaVga, AbaVga) and 20 Null events (fixation
only). The events were ordered in an optimal rapid event-related design
specified by optseq2 (Dale, 1999; https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/
optseq).

For the two runs of the second fMRI experiment (block design, no eye
tracking), each run contained nine blocks, each consisting of 20 s of
stimulation followed by ten seconds of fixation baseline, consisting of
three blocks each of auditory, visual and audiovisual stimulation in
optimal pseudo-random order (total duration of each run, 4.5min). The
stimuli were Aesop's fables read aloud by a female talker. In auditory
blocks, only a fixation crosshair was visible; in visual blocks, no sound
was presented.

In each participant's scanning session, we collected two T1-weighted
MP-RAGE anatomical MRI scans and six runs of functional imaging (4
runs of first experiment, 2 runs of second experiment) using a 64-channel
head coil. Each functional run began with 5 TRs of dummy scans to reach
equilibrium magnetization.

19 participants were scanned using a continuous multislice echo
planar imaging sequences (Setsompop et al., 2012). For these partici-
pants, the parameters were identical for the runs containing the first and
second fMRI experiments: TR¼ 1500ms, TE¼ 30ms, flip angle¼ 72�,
in-plane resolution of 2� 2mm, 69 2mm axial slices, multiband factor:
3, GRAPPA factor: 2.

15 participants were scanned with a slightly different pulse sequence
which permitted a clustered acquisition (sparse sampling) in which there
were periods of silence in which the stimulus was presented (Moeller
et al., 2010). The sequences parameters were TE¼ 30ms, flip
angle¼ 90�, in-plane resolution of 2� 2mm, 69 2mm axial slices,
multiband factor¼ 2. For the first fMRI experiment, a TR of 4000ms was
used, consisting of 2 s of EPI acquisition followed by 2 s of no acquisition
in which the stimulus was presented. For the second fMRI experiment
(block design, no eye tracking) the same parameters were used, except
with a TR of 2000ms (continuous instead of sparse sampling). Results
were similar for both sequences, so they were combined for the analyses
reported in the paper.

2.5. fMRI analysis

fMRI analysis was conducted using the standard AFNI processing
stream (Cox, 1996) consisting of slice-timing correction, motion correc-
tion with local Pearson correlation (Saad et al., 2009) and fitting each
voxel's time series with a generalized linear model that included baseline
drift and the six motion parameters (roll, pitch, yaw; linear movement
into x-, y-, z-directions) as regressors of no interest. For the first fMRI
experiment, the experimental regressors consisted of the three
eye-tracking regressors (trials in which the participant looked mainly at
the mouth, trials in which the participant looked mainly at the eyes,
invalid eye-tracking trials). For the second fMRI experiment, the re-
gressors consisted of regressors coding for auditory, visual and
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audiovisual blocks.

2.6. ROI construction

For every participant, we created a cortical surface model from two
repetitions of a T1-weighted image with FreeSurfer (Dale et al., 1999;
Fischl et al., 1999) and manipulated it with SUMA (Argall et al., 2006).
An anatomical pSTS mask was created by combining the
Freesurfer-defined superior temporal gyrus, superior temporal sulcus,
and middle temporal gyrus (Destrieux et al., 2010) followed by selection
of the posterior half of this ROI using a cutoff placed at the individual
midpoint of the full anterior-to-posterior extent of the ROI. The average
cutoff location was y¼�23� 0.4mm (left hemisphere) and
y¼�24� 0.4mm (right hemisphere); co-ordinates in MNI standard
space (N27). This anatomical ROI was combined with a functional cri-
terion. Voxels that showed a significant overall omnibus F-test (F> 5,
q< 0.0001, false discovery rate corrected) and a significant effect of the
mouth vs. eye contrast (q< 0.05) were included in the analysis.

2.7. fMRI group maps

Group analysis was performed on the cortical surface. A spherical
version of each participant's cortical surface model was aligned to the
Freesurfer template (Dale et al., 1999; Fischl et al., 1999). Functional
data was mapped to each participant's template-aligned surface and
smoothed with a 5 mm kernel. The AFNI program 3dttestþþwas used to
compare the responses to mouth and eye preferring trials within each
participant (paired t-test) at each node of the standard surface.
Anatomical labels were obtained from the most recent FreeSurfer atlas
(Destrieux et al., 2010) and the average dataset was visualized on the
N27 atlas surface. The group analysis revealed significant activation in
occipital lobe, so individual subject maps of occipital activation were
created using the following atlas labels from (Destrieux et al., 2010):
collateral, parieto-occipital, cuneus, calcarine, occipito-temporal medial,
occipital superior transversal, occipital superior, occipital middle, oc-
cipital middle lunatus, occipital pole, occipital inferior.

2.8. Cross-participant analysis using mixed models

The average BOLD fMRI response in each ROI in each hemisphere was
calculated and entered into linear mixed-effects models created with the
lme4 package in R (Bates et al., 2015). We compared two models, both
with BOLD percent signal change as the dependent variable. In the first
model we applied the fixed factors of ROI (mouth, eye) hemisphere (left,
right) and stimulus (auditory, visual, audiovisual). The secondmodel was
identical, except that it excluded the hemisphere factor. For both models,
there were two random factors: participant and participant by stimulus
interaction. The models were compared using the Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC). The BIC of the model without the hemisphere factor was
significantly smaller (358.8 vs. 408.2) indicating a better representation
of this data, and only the results of this model are reported in the
manuscript. For each statistical test, the degrees of freedom, t value, and p
value were calculated according to the Satterthwaite approximation
using the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova et al., 2015) and ANOVA-like
tests (Type II Wald chi square test resulting in χ2 and p values) were
calculated using the Anova function of the car package.

3. Results

Two independent fMRI experiments were performed. In the first
experiment, participants freely viewed dynamic talking faces while their
eye movements were monitored. Post hoc trial sorting was used to
identify brain areas that responded more when participants fixated either
the mouth or eyes of the talker. In the second experiment, participants
viewed blocks of auditory, visual, and audiovisual speech in order to
determine the functional properties of mouth and eye-selective regions.
28
3.1. Eye movements

In the first experiment, eye movements were recorded from 34 par-
ticipants in the MR scanner as they viewed 8160 trials of brief audiovi-
sual movies of talking faces. Fixations to the talker's face accounted for
91% of the total fixation time during the time window in which auditory
speech and speech-related mouth movements occurred (from 400ms to
1400ms after stimulus onset, Fig. 1A). Fig. 1B shows the grand mean of
face-looking behavior during this time window across all trials. Most
fixations were located in the central region of the talker's face, especially
the mouth and eyes. As shown in Fig. 1C, we measured the amount of
time participants spent fixating the lower half of the face (containing the
mouth) and the upper half of the face (containing the eyes). Within in-
dividual trials, participants tended to fixate either the mouth or the eyes
of the talker, but not both. This bimodal distribution led us to classify
each trial as either a mouth-looking trial or an eye-looking trial. Fig. 1D
illustrates the average fixation pattern for both types of trials.

3.2. BOLD fMRI data sorted by eye movements

Next, we examined the BOLD fMRI data, using the eye movement
recordings to classify each trial as either a mouth-viewing or eye-viewing
trial. Note that the two trials types contained physically identical stimuli,
but participants viewed them with different patterns of eye movements.
Our initial analysis focused on an a priori anatomical region of interest
(ROI), the posterior STS. First, an anatomically-defined pSTS ROI was
created in the left and right hemispheres for each of the 34 participants
(68 total hemispheres). Next, voxels within the pSTS that responded
more strongly to either mouth or eye trials were mapped. Within each
hemisphere, mouth-preferring voxels were grouped into a pSTS mouth
ROI and eye-preferring voxels were grouped into a pSTS eye ROI. Most
hemispheres contained both mouth and eye-preferring voxels in the pSTS
(51/68).

As shown in Fig. 2A–C for four example participants, mouth-
preferring voxels were located more anteriorly in the pSTS, while eye-
preferring voxels were located more posteriorly. To quantify this effect,
we calculated the center of mass of the activation for the mouth and eye
ROIs. The average Euclidean distance between the centers of mass of the
mouth and eye ROIs (in 25 participants where both kinds of ROIs were
present) was 17� 8mm (SD) in standard space in the left hemisphere (t-
test against zero: t(24)¼ 10.16, p¼ 5.6� 10�10) and 16� 8mm in the
right hemisphere (t-test against zero: t(25)¼ 9.70, p¼ 5.5� 10�10).

The primary driver of this effect was a more anterior location for
mouth-preferring voxels (results for all cardinal axes shown in Table 1).
There was no significant difference in volume of activation between the
mouth and eye ROIs in either the left hemisphere (average volume:
313� 88mm3 for eye and 283� 93mm3 for mouth, unpaired t-test,
t(57)¼ 0.32, p¼ 0.749) or the right hemisphere (315� 85mm3 for mouth
and 254� 82mm3 for eye, t(58)¼ 0.69, p¼ 0.490).

To verify that the mouth and eye ROI responses were characteristic of
those typically observed with BOLD fMRI, we examined the average
hemodynamic response in both ROIs averaged across participants to
single trials of audiovisual speech (Fig. 2B–D). Both ROIs showed the
characteristic BOLD response pattern, with a peak equal to a 0.5% de-
viation from the mean intensity at 4–6 s following stimulus onset, fol-
lowed by a return to baseline and a post-undershoot below baseline. As
the voxels were assigned to ROIs based on their preference for mouth or
eye trials, we did not compare the response amplitudes to the two trial
types to avoid bias.

3.3. Functional properties of mouth and eye preferring regions

Using the ROIs created from the fMRI and eye tracking data
collected in the first experiment, we examined BOLD fMRI responses
from the second experiment in which participants viewed blocks of
unisensory and multisensory speech (this analysis was unbiased,



Fig. 2. Individual participant ROIs and mean BOLD fMRI re-
sponses. Eye movements were used to classify each trial as an
eye trial (greater time spent fixating the eyes of the talker) or a
mouth trial (greater time spent fixating the mouth of the
talker). A. Eight individual hemispheres from four participants
showing the pSTS mouth ROI, defined as regions of the
anatomically-defined posterior STS (pSTS) that responded
more strongly to mouth trials. Group map shown in Fig. 4. B.
Response across all 34 participants in the pSTS mouth ROI to
mouth trials (left trace) and eye trials (right trace). Center
trace shows the mean and flanking lines show the SEM. Trial
duration was 2 s (gray box). C. Location of the pSTS eye ROI,
defined as regions of the pSTS responding more strongly to eye
trials. D. Response across participants in the pSTS eye ROI for
the two trial types.

Table 1
ROI sizes and location.

ROI Size (mm3) Talairach coordinates (mm) and statistical difference

x t, p y t, p z t, p

Left pSTS
Mouth 313� 88 ¡56± 1 2.20 ¡43± 1 2.60 9� 1 0.59
Eye 283� 93 ¡52± 11 0.038 ¡49± 2 0.016 11� 2 0.56
Right pSTS
Mouth 315� 85 55� 1 1.10 ¡40± 1 2.51 8± 1 2.53
Eye 254� 82 53� 1 0.29 ¡46± 2 0.019 11± 1 0.018

Table 1 Legend: Average size and location of ROIs created from the within-subject contrast mouth vs. eye observations averaged across all participants (mean� SEM).
Talairach coordinates are given in mm for the x- (left/right position), y- (anterior/posterior) and z-axis (inferior/superior). The test values (t, p) indicate the statistical
difference between position of mouth and eye ROIs for the respective axis using a paired t-test. Significantly different values are in bold.
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because the first and second fMRI experiments were completely
independent).

As shown in Fig. 3A, responses to blocks of auditory speech and au-
diovisual speech in the second fMRI experiment were greater in the
mouth ROI than in the eye ROI. This observation was quantified using
linear mixed-effects models (complete results in Table 2). There were
significant main effects for ROI (mouth vs. eye; χ2(1)¼ 34.26,
p¼ 4.8� 10�9) and stimulus (A, V, AV speech; χ2(2)¼ 60.67, p
29
¼< 2.2� 10�16) as well as a significant interaction between ROI and
stimulus (χ2(2)¼ 9.94, p¼ 0.007). These effects were driven by larger
responses in the mouth ROI to auditory speech (0.66% for mouth ROI vs
0.34% for eye ROI, χ2(1)¼ 18.53, p¼ 1.7� 10�5) and audiovisual speech
(1.00% vs. 0.69%, χ2(1)¼ 12.00, p¼ 5.3� 10�4) but similar responses in
the mouth and eye ROIs to visual speech (0.30% vs 0.24%, χ2(1)¼ 1.46,
p¼ 0.23). To assess the reliability of these effects, we plotted each
participant separately (Fig. 3B). The majority of hemispheres showed



Fig. 3. Responses to blocks of speech in the second
fMRI experiment. This data was analyzed indepen-
dently from the eye tracking data used to define the
ROIs in the first fMRI experiment. A. Time course of
the average BOLD fMRI response to blocks of auditory,
visual and audiovisual speech in the pSTS mouth (red
traces) and eye ROIs (blue traces). Center lines show
mean, flanking lines show SEM. Gray bar indicates 20-
s stimulus duration. B. Response amplitudes within
individual participants to blocks of auditory, visual
and audiovisual speech. Each participant is repre-
sented by a vertical dot pair, where the red dot rep-
resents the response in the mouth ROI and the blue dot
represents the response in the eye ROI (participants
sorted by decreasing amplitude of mouth ROI
response).
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greater responses to auditory and audiovisual speech in the mouth ROI
than in the eye ROI (39/51 for auditory; 38/51 for audiovisual) but not
for visual speech (31/51).

3.4. Alternative classification methods

Trials were classified using a criterion that differed for each partici-
pant based on that participant's eye looking behavior. This had the
advantage of evenly balancing the number of eye and mouth trials in the
fMRI analysis for each participant, but could be criticized as comparing
incommensurate items, since a trial classified as an eye trial in one
participant might be considered a mouth trial in another participant.
Therefore, we considered an alternative classification method in which
the identical criterion was used for each participant: trials with greater
than 50% of trial time spent on mouth fixations were classified as mouth
trials and trials with greater than 50% of trial time spent on eye fixations
were classified as eye trials. This method excluded 5/34 participants with
few (or no) trials of one type or the other, but for the remaining partic-
ipants, the results were consistent with the main analysis. Table 3 shows
the complete statistical results of the linear mixed effects model. As for
the median split criterion, using the 50/50 split criterion, the mouth ROI
responded significantly more than the eye ROI to both auditory (0.69%
vs. 0.38%, p¼ 9.5� 10�5) and audiovisual (1.04% vs. 0.71%,
p¼ 9.2� 10�5) speech.
30
3.5. Whole brain analysis

Our initial analysis examined brain regions within the pSTS that
preferred trials on which the eyes or mouth of the talker were fixated.
This analysis was extended to the whole brain by normalizing each
participant's cortical surface model to a surface template, allowing sta-
tistical comparisons at each node in standard space (p< 0.05, FDR cor-
rected). As shown in Fig. 4A and Table 4, the group average dataset
revealed a number of brain regions that preferred eye or mouth trials.

The largest of these regions was in occipital lobe. To further study
these occipital responses, we parcellated the occipital lobe in each indi-
vidual participant. As shown in Fig. 4B for eight sample hemispheres,
mouth-preferring responses in occipital lobe were restricted to the oc-
cipital pole, extending slightly onto the lateral surface, while eye-
preferring responses were more widespread and covered much of cal-
carine cortex and the medial face of the hemisphere.

To determine if mouth and eye-preferring occipital lobe regions
showed responses similar to those observed in the pSTS, we calculated
the response to the blocks of speech presented in the second fMRI
experiment. Unlike in the pSTS, mouth and eye-preferring regions in
visual cortex did not differ significantly in their response to auditory
speech (�0.08% in mouth regions vs. 0.12% in eye regions; χ2(1)¼ 1.23,
p¼ 0.27), visual speech (1.24% vs. 1.11%; χ2(1)¼ 2.32, p¼ 0.13) or au-
diovisual speech (0.89% vs. 0.84%; χ2(1,97)¼ 0.66, p¼ 0.42). A linear



Table 2
Analyses of ROIs created from trials classified with individual median criterion.

Mouth ROI vs. Eye ROI df χ2 p Mouth ROI Eyes ROI

A Stim 1 18.53 1.7� 10�5 0.66% 0.34%
V Stim 1 1.46 0.23 0.30% 0.24%
AV Stim 1 12.00 5.3� 10�4 1.00% 0.69%

Fixed effects Estimate Std. Error df t p

Baseline (A Stim) 0.330 0.059 88.6 5.56 2.9� 10�7

Mouth ROI 0.344 0.073 330.3 4.70 3.8� 10�6

AV Stim 0.344 0.072 316.0 4.81 2.3� 10�6

V Stim �0.093 0.078 112.6 �1.18 0.240
Mouth ROI�AV Stim 0.002 0.102 322.7 0.02 0.983
Mouth ROI� V Stim �0.281 0.103 326.7 �2.73 0.007

Random effects Variance

Participant 0.033
Participant�AV Stim 0.000
Participant� V Stim 0.035

Main effects df χ2 p

ROI 1 34.26 4.8� 10�9

Stim 2 60.67 <2.2� 10�16

Interaction
ROI� Stim 2 9.94 0.007

Table 2 Legend: Participants viewed short trials of audiovisual speech. For each
subject, all trials were sorted by the amount of time fixating the mouth region of
the talker's face; trials with greater than the median amount of time spent fixating
the mouth were classified as mouth trials and the remained were classified as eye
trials. The contrast of brain activations between mouth vs. eye trials was used to
define mouth and eye selective regions of the pSTS. The response of these mouth
and eye ROIs to a separate experimental condition consisting of blocks of
auditory-only (A), visual-only (V) and audiovisual (AV) speech were calculated
for each participant and entered into a linear mixed-effects model. The linear
mixed-effects model had fixed factors of ROI (mouth, eye) and stimulus (A, V,
AV) with participant as a random factor and participant� stimulus as a random
interaction. The first three rows show the mean response to A, V and AV con-
ditions in mouth and eye ROIs and the contrast between mouth and eye ROIs
using reduced linear mixed-effects (tested with chi square tests). The next rows
show the parameter estimates for each factor in the model (the baseline condition
was the response to A speech in the eye ROI). The final rows show the results of
chi square tests of the models.

Table 3
Analyses of ROIs created from trials classified with alternative method.

Mouth ROI vs. Eye ROI df χ2 p Mouth ROI Eye ROI

A Stim 1 15.24 9.5� 10�5 0.69% 0.38%
V Stim 1 0.13 0.72 0.27% 0.25%
AV Stim 1 15.29 9.2� 10�5 1.04% 0.71%

Fixed effects Estimate Std. Error df t p

Baseline (A) 0.387 0.056 228.5 6.91 4.7� 10�11

Mouth ROI 0.307 0.075 305.4 4.11 5.0� 10�5

AV Stim 0.325 0.073 290.6 4.42 1.4� 10�5

V Stim �0.133 0.073 290.6 �1.81 0.071
Mouth ROI�AV Stim 0.027 0.104 290.6 0.26 0.797
Mouth ROI� V Stim �0.283 0.104 290.6 �2.71 0.007

Random effects Variance

Participant 0.000
Participant�AV Stim 0.029
Participant� V Stim 0.004

Main effects df χ2 p

ROI 1 26.58 4.7� 10�7

Stimulus 2 137.83 <2.2� 10�16

Interaction
ROI� Stimulus 2 10.85 0.004

Table 3 Legend: Participants viewed short trials of audiovisual speech. For each
subject, all trials were sorted by the amount of time fixating the mouth region of
the talker's face; trials with greater than 50% of time spent fixating the mouth
were classified as mouth trials and the remained were classified as eye trials. The
contrast of brain activations between mouth vs. eye trials was used to define
mouth and eye selective regions of the pSTS. The response of these mouth and
eye ROIs to a separate experimental condition consisting of blocks of auditory-
only (A), visual-only (V) and audiovisual (AV) speech were calculated for each
participant and entered into a linear mixed-effects model. The linear mixed-
effects model had fixed factors of ROI (mouth, eye) and stimulus (A, V, AV)
with participant as a random factor and participant� stimulus as a random
interaction. The first three rows show the mean response to A, V and AV con-
ditions in mouth and eye ROIs and the contrast between mouth and eye ROIs
using reduced linear mixed-effects (tested with chi square tests). The next rows
show the parameter estimates for each factor in the model (the baseline condition
was the response to A speech in the eye ROI). The final rows show the results of
chi square tests of the models.
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mixed-effects model showed a significant main effect of stimulus (levels:
auditory, visual, audiovisual speech; χ2(2)¼ 659.47, p¼ 2.0� 10�16),
driven by a greater response to visual and audiovisual speech, but no
significant effect of ROI (levels: mouth, eye ROI; χ2(1)¼ 3.49, p¼ 0.06) or
interaction (χ2(2)¼ 1.03, p¼ 0.60).

The whole-brain group analysis revealed a number of other brain
regions outside of visual cortex and pSTS that preferred mouth or eye
trials. Since the total volume of these regions was less than occipital re-
gions, we grouped them all together (excluding the pSTS and the visual
cortex) and calculated responses to blocks of speech presented in the
second fMRI experiment. Mouth and eye-preferring regions did not differ
in their response to auditory speech (0.15% inmouth regions vs. 0.22% in
eye regions; χ2(1)¼ 2.61, p¼ 0.11), visual speech (0.35% vs. 0.44%;
χ2(1)¼ 2.75, p¼ 0.10) or audiovisual speech (0.80% vs. 0.74%; χ2

(1)¼ 1.48, p¼ 0.22). A linear mixed-effects model showed a significant
main effect of stimulus (levels: auditory, visual, audiovisual speech;
χ2(2)¼ 115.97, p¼ 2.0� 10�16), driven by a greater response audiovi-
sual speech, but no significant effect of ROI (levels: mouth, eye ROI;
χ2(1)¼ 1.75, p¼ 0.19) or interaction (χ2(2)¼ 2.06, p¼ 0.13).

3.6. Behavioral data and correlations between variables

For the behavioral data, participants identified which of the three
syllables was presented in each trial with a manual button press. Par-
ticipants identified the congruent syllables (AbaVba and AgaVga) with
high accuracy (mean 95%, range 75%–100%, SD 7%) resulting in too few
incorrect trials for meaningful analysis. However, there was significant
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variability in the responses to the incongruent McGurk syllable (AbaVga).
Participants reported the McGurk fusion percept “da” on 60% of the trials
and the auditory component of the syllable (“ba”) on the remaining 40%
of trials. We tested whether there was a relationship between partici-
pants' perceptual reports to McGurk syllables and their eye movements.
For instance, trials on which participants fixated the mouth might be
expected to result in more frequent perception of the McGurk effect.
However, participants reported the illusion at similar rates during mouth
and eye trials (64% vs. 60%, t(33)¼ 1.56, p¼ 0.15).

Next, we searched for a relationship between McGurk perception
and brain responses in the pSTS. In the first analysis, we generated
ROIs using data collected in the first, event-related experiment in
which eye movements were recorded. The ROIs consisted of pSTS
voxels that responded to either mouth or eye trials; voxels that
responded more to mouth trials; and voxels that responded more to
eye trials. The three types of ROIs were generated separately for the
left and the right hemispheres, resulting in a total of six ROIs. To avoid
bias, the BOLD response in each of the six ROIs was measured in the
completely independent second experiment, in which participants
listened to blocks of auditory, visual or audiovisual stories, resulting in
a total of 18 fMRI measures for each participant (six ROIs generated
from the first experiment times three conditions in the second exper-
iment). Each of the 18 measures was then correlated with McGurk
susceptibility across participants. Although there was significant
variability in both McGurk susceptibility (ranging from 0% in some
participants to 100% in others) and the fMRI measures (ranging from
0.1% to 1.5%), none of the 18 brain-behavior correlations were



Fig. 4. A.Whole brain analysis using a cortical surface
average across participants (N¼ 34) visualized on the
standardized surface of the N27 atlas brain. Yellow
color scale shows regions preferring trials in which
participants fixated the mouth of the talker (yellow
color scale), blue color scale shows regions preferring
trials in which participants fixated the eyes of the
talker. Only areas with a significant positive response
to both mouth and eye trials (q< 0.05) and a surface
area greater than 50mm2 are shown. B. The largest
area of selectivity in the group map was in occipital
lobe. Eight hemispheres from individual participants
are shown to illustrate interindividual variability.
Colored regions show significant positive response to
both mouth and eye trials and significant preference
for either mouth trials (red) or eye trials (blue) in the
first fMRI experiment. C. Responses of mouth-
preferring and eye-preferring regions of occipital
lobe were calculated in the second fMRI experiment in
which blocks of auditory, visual and audiovisual
speech were presented. Center lines show mean
response, flanking lines show SEM. Gray bar indicates
20-s stimulus duration. D. Additional brain regions
outside of occipital lobe and pSTS showed greater re-
sponses to mouth trials or eye trials. All mouth-
preferring and eye-preferring regions (excluding oc-
cipital lobe and pSTS) in each participant were
grouped, and the response in the second fMRI exper-
iment calculated. Time course of the average response
across participants to blocks of auditory, visual and
audiovisual speech in the whole-brain mouth (red)
and eye ROIs (blue).

Table 4
Whole-brain analysis.

Cluster Talairach coordinates (mm)

Size (mm2) x y z

Left hemisphere
Mouth preferring

Superior Parietal Gyrus 102 6 66 58
Eye preferring

Middle Occipital Sulcus 2908 30 73 16
Calcarine Sulcus 859 24 66 7
Middle Anterior Cingulate Gyrus 132 4 �20 23

Right hemisphere
Mouth preferring

Superior Frontal Sulcus 155 �45 �19 40
Eye preferring

Parieto Occipital Sulcus 3932 �16 64 19
Middle Anterior Cingulate Sulcus 293 �11 �3 37
Posterior Lateral Fissure 263 �40 33 13
Middle Occipital Sulcus 118 �38 72 10

Table 4 Legend: Size (measured as cortical surface area in mm2) and location (in
standard co-ordinates) of mouth-preferring and eye-preferring clusters identified
during the whole-brain group analysis.
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significant, even without correction for multiple comparisons
(Table 5).
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In the second analysis, the analysis was reversed: ROIs were gener-
ated using data collected in the second fMRI experiment, and the re-
sponses within the ROIs measured in the conditions of the first fMRI
experiment.

The ROIs consisted of pSTS voxels that responded to either blocks of
audiovisual stories (AV); or to both unisensory auditory and visual stories
(A\V). The two types of ROIs were generated separately for the left and
the right hemispheres, resulting in a total of four ROIs. To avoid bias, the
BOLD response in each of the ROIs was measured in the conditions of the
first experiment, consisting of all trials; trials on which the mouth was
fixated more often; and trials on which the eyes were fixated more often.
The 12 fMRI measures for each participant (four times three) were then
correlated across participants with each participant's McGurk suscepti-
bility. None of the 12 brain-behavior correlations were significant, even
without correction for multiple comparisons (Table 6).

4. Discussion

Using simultaneous BOLD fMRI and infrared eye-tracking, we iden-
tified a region in anterior pSTS that responded more strongly to trials in
which participants primarily fixated the mouth of the talker and a region
in posterior pSTS that preferred trials in which participants primarily
fixated the talker's eyes. In a second fMRI experiment, we showed that
the anterior pSTS region responded more to auditory and audiovisual



Table 5
Correlation between McGurk perception and BOLD signal change in ROIs from the first fMRI experiment.

AV ROI L Mouth ROI L Eye ROI L AV ROI R Mouth ROI R Eye ROI R

AV r¼�0.23
p¼ 0.17

r¼�0.32
p¼ 0.08

r¼�0.12
p¼ 0.51

r¼�0.01
p¼ 0.97

r¼ 0.10
p¼ 0.57

r¼�0.03
p¼ 0.85

A r¼�0.15
p¼ 0.37

r¼�0.15
p¼ 0.42

r¼�0.09
p¼ 0.60

r¼ 0.08
p¼ 0.69

r¼ 0.08
p¼ 0.65

r¼ 0.10
p¼ 0.58

V r¼�0.11
p¼ 0.52

r¼�0.35
p¼ 0.06

r¼ 0.27
p¼ 0.14

r¼ 0.07
p¼ 0.67

r¼ 0.16
p¼ 0.38

r¼�0.10
p¼ 0.58

Table 5 Legend: For each participant, six ROIs were generated using data from the first fMRI experiment (one table column per ROI). Audiovisual (AV) ROIs were
created from all pSTS regions that showed a significant overall omnibus F-test (F> 5, q< 0.0001, false discovery rate corrected) and a significant positive response to
mouth and eye trials (q< 0.05). The mouth ROI was restricted to pSTS regions that significantly preferred mouth trials. The eye ROI was restricted to pSTS regions that
significantly preferred eye trials. The percent BOLD signal change in each ROI was calculated for the blocks of AV, A and V speech presented in the second fMRI
experiment (one table row per condition). For each participant, the fraction of trials on which a McGurk fusion percept was reported in response to a McGurk stimulus
was calculated. Across 34 participants, we correlated each ROI fMRI value with each participant's McGurk fraction to obtain r and p values. No correction for multiple
comparisons was performed.

Table 6
Correlation between McGurk perception and BOLD signal change in ROIs from
the second fMRI experiment.

AV ROI L A\V ROI L AV ROI R A\V ROI R

All trials r¼ 0.08
p¼ 0.67

r¼ 0.05
p¼ 0.76

r¼ 0.11
p¼ 0.52

r¼ 0.12
p¼ 0.51

Mouth trials r¼ 0.03
p¼ 0.86

r¼ 0.02
p¼ 0.91

r¼ 0.07
p¼ 0.69

r¼ 0.07
p¼ 0.70

Eye trials r¼ 0.12
p¼ 0.50

r¼ 0.09
p¼ 0.60

r¼ 0.16
p¼ 0.37

r¼ 0.17
p¼ 0.33

Table 6 Legend: For each participant, four ROIs were generated using data from
the second fMRI experiment (one table column per ROI). AV ROIs were created
from pSTS regions that showed a significant positive response to blocks of AV
speech (q< 0.01). A\V ROIs were created from pSTS regions that showed a
significant positive response to both unisensory A and unisensory V stimulation
(both q< 0.05). The percent BOLD signal change in each ROI was calculated for
all trials, mouth-viewing trials, and eye-viewing trials in the first fMRI experi-
ment (one table row per trial type). For each participant, the fraction of trials on
which a McGurk fusion percept was reported in response to a McGurk stimulus
was calculated. Across 34 participants, we correlated each ROI fMRI value with
each participant's McGurk fraction to obtain r and p values. No correction for
multiple comparisons was performed.
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speech than the posterior pSTS region. These results are consistent with a
model in which anterior pSTS serves as a locus for audiovisual speech
perception, integrating visual information from mouth movements and
auditory information from heard speech in the service of accurate speech
perception.
4.1. Functional specialization within the STS

Functional neuroimaging has significantly advanced our under-
standing of face processing in the human STS. fMRI was used to
demonstrate responses to static faces in the STS (Kanwisher et al., 1997)
as well as STS responses to both mouth and eye movements (Puce et al.,
1998) and a greater response to mouth movements than scrambled im-
ages (Puce et al., 2003), to radial movements patterns (Thompson et al.,
2007) or still images of mouths (Calvert and Campbell, 2003). Hoffman
and Haxby (2000) reported greater activity for eye observations
compared to scrambled images while (Calder et al., 2002) demonstrated
greater response for direct than averted gaze. Other studies (Pelphrey
et al., 2005a; Zhu and Beauchamp, 2017) directly compared eye and
mouth movements and found more anterior pSTS preference for moving
mouths and more posterior pSTS activity for moving eyes (Bernstein
et al., 2011).

The present study replicated and extends the results of Zhu and
Beauchamp (2017) and Pelphrey et al. (2005a) by showing by showing
functional specialization within the pSTS for viewing the eyes or mouth
of a face. Critically, in the present study functional specialization was
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demonstrated using comparisons between brain responses to physically
identical stimuli sorted by eye movements rather than between condi-
tions containing silent videos in which only the eyes or only the mouth of
the face moved, a scenario unlikely to be encountered in natural vision.

While we were most interested in the anterior pSTS mouth-preferring
region, our study complements the recent study of Jiang et al. (2016)
who focused on brain regions, including posterior pSTS, that were more
active when participant fixated the eyes of talking faces. Like Jiang et al.
(2016), we observed a preference for eye observations in the occipital
lobe and adjacent inferior ventral and parieto-occipital cortex.

These results agree with evidence for shared cortical mechanisms for
language processing and the perception of moving faces (Deen et al.,
2015). We show that the overlapping activity pattern in pSTS observed
by Deen et al. (2015) for the contrasts of [moving faces vs. objects] and
[voice stimuli vs. environmental sounds] can be partially explained by an
STS region that prefers both mouth movements and human voices.

An anterior-to-posterior organization of mouth and eye preferring
regions is consistent with previous descriptions. In the present study, the
center-of-mass of mouth-preferring activity in the pSTS was located
6mm more anterior than eye-preferring activity (y¼�43 vs. �49 in the
left hemisphere, �40 vs. �46 on the right; see Table 1), similar to the
values reported by Zhu and Beauchamp (2017) (6.5mm; y¼�46 vs.�52
in left hemisphere and y¼�43 vs. �50, right hemisphere). Pelphrey
et al. (2005a) reported that right-hemisphere mouth-preferring activity
was 21mm anterior to eye-preferring activity (y¼�37 vs. �58) while
Jiang et al. (2016) reported 24mm, (y¼�33 vs. �57). The larger
anterior-posterior differences in these studies could be attributable to
their use of spatial-smoothing filters on the fMRI data. The present study,
like Zhu and Beauchamp (2017), used no spatial smoothing and
within-subject comparisons.

In a relevant study, Bernstein and colleagues (Bernstein et al., 2011)
presented six different types of visual-only face movements: videos of
visual speech (eleven different syllables); videos of non-speech facial
gestures (eleven different types, including yawns, smirks, chews, and
kisses); point-light displays of visual speech; point-light displays of
non-speech facial gestures; and scrambled control stimuli for the video
and the point-light displays. Bernstein and colleagues found that visual
speech (in both video and point-light form) activated regions of the STS
that were more anterior than regions responding to non-speech facial
gestures. This raises important questions about the fine-scale parcellation
of the STS that will require additional studies to address. Posterior re-
gions of the STS are active during viewing of video or point-light displays
of whole body movements (Beauchamp et al., 2003) as well as during
viewing of eye movements (Pelphrey et al., 2005a; Zhu and Beauchamp,
2017) and non-speech facial gestures (Bernstein et al., 2011). It is un-
known if posterior STS responses to whole body movements, facial ges-
tures, and eye movements are anatomically segregated into separate
subregions within the pSTS. If they are not, it suggests a
two-compartment model of the STS (anterior: speech vs. posterior: all
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other biological motion).

4.2. Why did participants fixate the mouth of the talker on some trials and
the eye of the talker on other trials?

The resolution of the human visual system varies greatly depending
on the location in the visual field, from 1 arc minute (minimum angle of
resolution) at the center of gaze to 20 arc minutes at 20� in the periphery.
Foveating visual targets therefore greatly increases the amount of visual
information available about the target, at the cost of decreasing the in-
formation available about non-foveated targets. Observers who fixate the
eyes of a talking face will therefore have less information about the
talker's mouth and vice versa. This decrease in visual information was
tested using the McGurk Effect by Par�e et al., (2003). Participants
perceived the Effect (illustrating the influence of information about the
talker's mouth) on 76% of trials when foveating the mouth but perceived
the effect on only 56% of trials when the mouth was at 20� in the pe-
riphery, and on 12% of trials when themouthwas at 60� in the periphery.
Fixating the mouth of the talker provides participants with the greatest
access to mouth information, while fixating the eyes provides less in-
formation about the talker's mouth movements (but presumably more
information about the talker's gaze location). Our neuroimaging data
suggest that these results may be related to enhanced responses in
mouth-preferring regions of the STS during fixation of the talker's mouth.

Of course, some mouth information can be extracted even if the
mouth of the talker is in the visual periphery. Temporal cues provided by
visual mouth movements contribute to enhanced auditory speech
perception, and this enhancement can be produced by visual cues that
contain a temporally aligned visual stimulus, even if it is not a mouth
(Munhall et al., 2004; Tjan et al., 2014).

Early visual cortex is thought to play an important role in visual tasks
requiring high spatial acuity. Detecting eye gaze or emotional content in
eyes may require higher acuity than detection of mouth movements,
providing an explanation for the greater activation of early visual cortex
during eye trials compared with mouth trials.

We observed a bimodal distribution of eye movement patterns. When
viewing repeated presentations of identical audiovisual speech stimuli,
on some trials participants primarily fixated the mouth of the talker,
while on other trials, participants primarily fixated the eyes of the talker.
This distribution was likely influenced by several factors, including the
behavioral task. During presentation of noisy audiovisual speech, par-
ticipants preferentially fixate the mouth to extract visual speech infor-
mation (Buchan et al., 2008; Vatikiotis-Bateson et al., 1998). In the
present study, while no noise was added to the auditory speech, the noise
of the MR scanner may have contributed to a predominance of trials in
which participants fixated the mouth vs. fixating the eyes. A second
contributor to the distribution of eye and mouth looking trials is the
intrinsic preference of observers to fixate different parts of the face
(Gurler et al., 2015; Peterson and Eckstein, 2013, 2012). Some observers
prefer to fixate the eyes of a face, while others prefer to fixate the mouth,
a preference that is stable over time scales of at least 18 months
(Mehoudar et al., 2014).

While both the behavioral task and the intrinsic preference of par-
ticipants are likely important contributors to the distribution of mouth
and eye trials, our finding of STS eye and mouth voxels cannot be
explained simply by the use of an auditory stimulus and task, as previous
studies have demonstrated mouth or eye preferring voxels in the STS
using completely silent stimuli (Hoffman and Haxby, 2000; Pelphrey
et al., 2005a; Zhu and Beauchamp, 2017).

4.3. Multisensory enhancement in pSTS

Many studies have shown multisensory enhancement in the pSTS,
with a greater response to audiovisual than unisensory auditory or visual
stimuli ((Beauchamp et al., 2004a; 2004b, van Atteveldt et al., 2004;
2007; Wright et al., 2003). Our results replicate these findings and
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demonstrate a similar degree of enhancement in mouth and eye ROIs,
suggesting that multisensory integration may be a general property of
pSTS and not restricted to specific functionally-specialized zones.
4.4. Correlation of pSTS activity and McGurk susceptibility

Previous studies have reported a relationship between activity in the
left pSTS and perception of the McGurk Effect: participants with a higher
BOLD response were more likely to perceive the illusory fusion percept
(Nath et al., 2011; Nath and Beauchamp, 2012). Using a variety of
different analysis strategies to measure activity in the pSTS, we calcu-
lated 30 different brain-behavior correlations, but none of them were
significant (Tables 5 and 6).

Experimental differences may explain our failure to replicate (Nath
et al., 2011; Nath and Beauchamp, 2012). Different stimuli were used in
the current study, and there is a large influence of stimulus on McGurk
susceptibility (Magnotti and Beauchamp, 2015; Mallick et al., 2015);
even ostensibly similar face stimuli can evoke very different fMRI re-
sponses (Westfall et al., 2016). In the current study, perceptual data were
collected within the MRI scanner (as opposed to outside the scanner as in
the earlier studies). Added auditory noise increases McGurk suscepti-
bility (Fixmer and Hawkins, 1998). The high levels of auditory noise in
the bore of the MR scanner may have increased estimates of McGurk
susceptibility and decreased the brain-behavior correlation.

A second possible explanation is that the earlier studies (Nath et al.,
2011; Nath and Beauchamp, 2012) were underpowered. Underpowered
studies may inflate observed correlations between behavioral measures
and BOLD signal changes, reducing replicability (Cremers et al., 2017;
Yarkoni, 2009). Given the large interindividual variability in the McGurk
effect and other multisensory phenomena, almost all published estimates
of group differences in multisensory integration are inflated (Magnotti
and Beauchamp, 2018). Since the present study used a much larger
sample size than the two earlier studies (34 participants in the present
study vs. 14 participants in Nath and Beauchamp, 2012 and 17 in Nath
et al., 2011) it may provide a more accurate assessment of the true effect
size.
4.5. Clinical relevance and conclusions

These findings have implications for clinical disorders in which
impaired social cognition and face processing is apparent, especially
autism spectrum disorder. Abnormalities in eye movements during face
viewing have been frequently reported in ASD, both avoidance of eyes in
faces expressing emotions (Kliemann et al., 2010; Klin et al., 2002;
Neumann et al., 2006; Spezio et al., 2007) and avoidance of the mouth
region of a talking face (Grossman et al., 2015; Irwin and Brancazio,
2014). We speculate that these abnormal eye movements might be linked
to abnormalities in the two important subdivisions of the pSTS,
mouth-preferring regions in anterior pSTS and eye-preferring regions in
posterior pSTS.

5. Conclusions

Our results provide new insights into the functional specialization of
the human pSTS. The results are relevant to natural conditions because
these regions were identified based on natural viewing behaviors during
free viewing of talking faces. The posterior mouth-preferring subregion
of pSTS has a number of qualities that suggest a critical role in audiovi-
sual speech perception. First, it lies anterior to the eye-preferring pSTS
subregion and is adjacent to auditory cortex, an ideal anatomical location
for integrating auditory and visual information. Second, it shows strong
responses to both auditory speech information (unisensory auditory) and
visual speech information in the form of mouth movements (unisensory
visual) as would be expected for a region that integrates auditory and
visual speech.
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